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Hello and welcome again, as I greet you in this
space and open the Omega Communications
Portal. Are you ready to go deep within yourself,
deep within your heart centre to connect in with your
inner self-being, with your light body self? Are you
ready to be relaxed and open? When you are ready,
link with me in my body of light. I reach out a hand
to link with you and to draw you into the greater
group who are already gathering in the receiving
area of the Station of Light. Again there is the sense
of being greeted, welcomed and sharing one
intention and so as you let go of everything about
you, which is necessary when you to come into this
space – to let go of everything you recognise
yourself to be as your human self – it is necessary
because then that allows you to access the higher
levels of your higher self consciousness. Also, it
makes it easier for you to receive the energy
impressions and impulses here and then integrate
them back into your conscious mind and your
conscious body self.
I have the sense of many people here, coming in,
settling themselves down in some way and being
really ready to receive on this other consciousness
level.

“Orem coming forward to you here and I greet you
Beloved. In this space, which is a different
dimension to what you normally are active within in
the Earth plane, you are able to be readily assessed
and you are also able to assess yourself what you
perceive here, how you would interpret the symbols
contained here and also you would be seeking the
avenues to travel into, the different spaces that
might become apparent to you and also many of
you are wishing to move more quickly into seeing
and experiencing a result of ongoing sessions in
this space. That eagerness to move forward pulls
you forward to the edge of your consciousness field
again and thus you are more prepared to untangle
any resistances around you and to be open.
Much of what can be revealed to you in this space,
even in this receiving transition space, can only be
received in symbols. We describe some aspects of
what is here for you. Each one of you has your
individual experience in sensing, perceiving, in
whatever is your strongest perception.
We have steadied and readied you here during this
initial deliverance to you and thus you are able to
move with us deeper within chambers within this
Station. We want you to be aware of the areas that
are clearly defined within the Station which allow
you to move within. We want you also to be aware
of other areas that are presently occupied by Beings
from different situations to your situation of planet
Earth. We have groups who have come in the
Station currently who are seeking to reclaim some
knowledge to re-assess where they have come from
and in acquiring some knowledge to give them
realisation of Creative Universe, then it appears that
they can be re-assembled into different life paths
and different life patterns. We want you to
understand that this is another aspect of activity
within the Station.
Moving beyond that, again we are presenting you
into the chamber where there is the Council of Light
here. There is a sorting out procedure as it relates
to some of the groups which have projected energy
onto Beings on Earth.

The purpose of that was to identify those who could
be changed from their perceptive thinking into a way
that could create barriers or resistance to the
ultimate purpose for the planet and its existence.
So, many of you have been also sensing this energy
pattern that has been creating disturbances. We
have addressed this in several of the later sessions
to you and we continue to do so. We can give you
the information at this time that much has been
cleared and you are already in a state of being
redefined as to how you represent yourself in
localities and how you are able to bring into you a
greater power and depth from the aspects of
Creation that you connect with.
Around you therefore, you will be sensing what
these groups are and what they represent to you.
Some of you also will be remembering other
aspects of your existences where you gathered
information from other life styles and you brought it
into the attention of an overseeing group and many
of you had the experience of being reassigned to
different localities. There is the sense of this
assignment process happening for some of you
who are present in this session today. It is an
adjustment from how you have been active in
bringing forward the energy and information and in
some ways it might be activating you more in that
process so that you are able to facilitate the
transference of higher patterns of energy to other
people in the way that as you observe what
happens to other people, you are also presenting a
pattern to them, and you just let it be around yourself
and around the space where you. This happens at
certain timeframes in your life pattern and this also
has been brought to your attention previously.
The information given to you can be stored in your
memory processes and when it is relevant, you will
remember some of the aspects of what has been
imparted to you. In giving you the information in this
way, you are also being given concepts which
contain certain levels of activity which could be
undertaken by you, or by several people gathered
together.

These are little highlights to help you understand
some of the impressions you have been receiving
recently. Maintain your balance and alignment and
all that is necessary for you will come through in the
appropriate intersection within the flows of energy.
Therefore, you would interpret this as the
appropriate time and place. There is shifting in the
energy field around individuals to create that
dimensional intersection for most of you. Your
awareness and your light body system with your
higher self receives all of this and it is maintained in
energy in a certain level of your energy framework,
external to your physical body form, but part of you
because it is part of your energy field, part of your
consciousness state.
During several sessions, there has been the
unfolding of certain aspects of you to release energy
patterns that have been disturbing you in any way.
You will have been feeling this and responding and
resonating with the extra energy that becomes
available to you when your energy field is cleared.
In this moment do you perceive that you are in a
group and what is being presented to you is around
you, but it is also presented in a spherical form for
you to view as if it is a revolving screen so you can
identify certain dimensional intersections and the
groups of other Beings also part of this gathering but
linking in from different Stations. There is much
activity in this communication area as all of this is
presented to multi-layers of Beings and if you
expand your own perception, you will be embraced
by those other energy groups within their spheres of
light. Also, this creates a free flow between a greater
energy matrix between you all, we are talking about
the connections and you will experience this around
you, at this time.
You may feel you are in the centre of flows and lines
of energy systems. It is also connecting you in your
inner heart space with many of these other groups
and Beings and also a connection to the group
energy of the Council of Light here. In this way, they
can communicate a great deal to you, to help you

understand all of this process that you are actively
engaged in.
There is a levelling out in some of the energy
discords being experienced around the planet. This
is because the many of you who are allowing the
energy to come in, creates the balancing and
levelling of some of the discordant patterns. This
opens a further connection and pathway coming
forward into the energy system of Earth and the first
aspect which passes through that is an energy you
would perceive as cleansing. This raises the energy
frequency of what is felt and perceived with this
opening and therefore, the Beings coming through
will have the opportunity to present more of a
complete pattern of the change that is happening
into that area. You would recognise in yourself if you
cleanse your body in some way or your mind or
emotions, there is freshness and the freshness of
clear energy resonates with greater input. This
occurs naturally as part of the process of the
continuation of bringing you into higher energy
spaces and bringing the energy into you. Even
though it may seem not very relevant to you as an
individual, it will become apparent that it is part of
your connectedness in the overall plan here.
You are taking all of this energy and information
deeply into your light body self here and thus you
are withdrawing from this space and we reconnect
into the receiving area where you first presented
yourself in the Station. You will be pausing here,
adjusting again to the different energy, so you may
experience a slight out of balance sensation, until
you feel you are aligned again. This was my
purpose for bringing you into the Station at this time
Orem out “
“Greetings here to you as a group. Su Yan Rah
addressing you and I have come into the assembly
to identify some of you who are already working with
our groups and identifying ones that we will be
meeting up with and greeting you individually and
identifying you as being able to work with us.

We work alongside and in unison with the Beings in
this Station and we also bring in a different level of
activity to you. We speak more of inner
communication with you, so be aware and listen and
we are also moving amongst you at this time,
checking out your physical energy signature and
perceiving difficulties that arise in many of you from
time to time because you become out of tune and
out of balance with the energy frequencies needed.
This is all we needed to identify around you and
within you.
Farewell until we meet again ”
Lani speaking again now. There is still the energy
signature of Su Yan Rah and it is the initial greeting,
the information which comes through him that I am
still sensing. That was preparing you that at some
time you may see him. He is another Being of blueish energy, taller than a human being, different in
appearance.
Now it is time to regather yourself back into your
physical form. Connect deeply within your heart
centre again and then you will absorb everything
that the Council of Light presented to you, in your
heart centre in your light body. It is integrating
around you and through you right now. Many times
we feel there is not enough clear information in
these messages, but as you continue to receive
them, you will be hearing different words, you will be
having different visions and you understand more,
because the energy you receive creates change
around you in your world and thus it gets confirmed
to you. Now become fully connected again into the
current time, current space, the energy of the
present and we will continue again next week.
Thank you. Thank you, Orem, Su Yan Rah, Council
of Light and all of the Beings from different
dimensions, it all helps us and I trust that we are all
helping.
Lani
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